
How Resistance And Revolution In
Egypt Football Culture Transformed
the Nation
Egypt, a country with a rich history and culture, has seen its fair share of political

and social changes over the years. One aspect of Egyptian society where

resistance and revolution can be prominently witnessed is in its football culture.

Football, or soccer, is not just a sport in Egypt; it is a passionate way of life that

unites people from different socio-economic backgrounds, regions, and even

political affiliations. In this article, we will explore how resistance and revolution

have influenced Egypt's football culture and transformed the nation.

The Role of Football in Egyptian Society

Football holds a special place in the hearts of Egyptians. The national team,

known as the Pharaohs, has a long and illustrious history, often representing the

hopes and dreams of the entire nation. Football matches bring people together,

sparking a sense of unity and national pride.

Resistance Against Authoritarian Regimes

Throughout Egypt's turbulent history, football has been used as a platform for

resistance against authoritarian regimes. Fans, known as Ultras, have played a

significant role in challenging oppressive governments through organized

protests, banners, and even chants during matches.
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The Egyptian Revolution of 2011

The pinnacle of resistance in Egypt's football culture came with the Egyptian

Revolution of 2011. Ultras from different football clubs banded together to fight

against the oppressive regime of President Hosni Mubarak. They formed

alliances, took part in street demonstrations, and played a pivotal role in the

ousting of the autocratic government.

The Impact of the Revolution on Football

The 2011 revolution marked a turning point for Egypt, and its effects on football

were profound. The stadiums became arenas where the voice of the people could

be heard. The once-oppressive security forces were now held accountable for

their actions, and football matches became a symbol of freedom and resistance.

Revolutionary Icons of Egyptian Football

Several football icons emerged from this era of resistance and revolution.

Mohamed Aboutrika, a legendary Egyptian footballer, was a symbol of hope for

the people. He openly supported the revolution and used his platform to speak
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out against injustice. Other players, such as Mohamed Salah and Ahmed Hegazi,

continue to carry the legacy of resistance in Egyptian football.

Football and Social Change

Egypt's football culture has not only been a catalyst for political revolution but has

also played a significant role in initiating social change. Egyptian women have

started breaking barriers by participating in football, challenging traditional gender

norms, and fighting for their rights.

Empowering Women Through Football

Football has become a means of empowerment for Egyptian women. The rise of

female football clubs and leagues has given women the opportunity to showcase

their skills, challenge stereotypes, and demand gender equality within the sport.

Inspiring the Youth

Football has also inspired the youth to strive for a better future. Many young

Egyptians see the unity and determination displayed on the football pitch as a

reflection of what can be achieved off the field. The sport instills values of

teamwork, perseverance, and fair play, serving as a driving force for change.

Resistance and revolution in Egypt's football culture have transformed the nation

both politically and socially. From challenging oppressive regimes to empowering

women, football has proven to be an effective tool for change. As Egypt continues

to navigate its future, football will undoubtedly remain a symbol of hope, unity, and

resilience.
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The history of Cairo’s football fans is one of the most poignant narratives of the 25

January 2011 Egyptian uprising. The Ultras Al-Ahly and the Ultras White Knights

fans, belonging to the two main teams, Al-Ahly F.C. and Zamalek F.C respectively,

became embroiled in the street protests that brought down the Mubarak regime.

In the violent turmoil since, the Ultras have been locked in a bitter conflict with the

Egyptian security state. Tracing these social movements to explore their role in

the uprising and the political dimension of soccer in Egypt, Ronnie Close provides

a vivid, intimate sense of the Ultras’ unique subculture.

Cairo’s Ultras: Resistance and Revolution in Egypt’s Football Culture explores

how football communities offer ways of belonging and instill meaning in everyday

life. Close asks us to rethink the labels ‘fans’ or ‘hooligans’ and what such terms

might really mean. He argues that the role of the body is essential to

understanding the cultural practices of the Cairo Ultras, and that the physicality of

the stadium rituals and acerbic chants were key expressions that resonated with

many Egyptians. Along the way, the book skewers media clichés and retraces

revolutionary politics and social networks to consider the capacity of sport to

emancipate through performances on the football terraces.
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